Abstract. Let l p (1 < p < oo) be the Banach space of all p-summable sequences (bounded sequences for p -oo) of complex numbers under the standard p-norm on it and Cj, be a composition operator on l p induced by a function 4> on N into itself. In this paper we give a characterization of composition operators whose ascent and descent are infinite.
Composition operator
The composition operator C$ on l p induced by a function 0 on N into itself is defined by C<j,(f) = f o 0 for all / 6 l p . It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition for a function 0 on N into itself to induces a composition operator on l p is that the set •{ 4>~1(n) : n G N > is bounded.
Here <j>~l{n) denotes the number of elements in </> _1 (n); (see [9] and [12] ). We now give examples of composition operators, exactly one for each class, as follows. EXAMPLE 2.1. Let cj) be a self-map on N defined as :
Then A^(C^) = JV(Cj) = {{x n } € l p : x n = 0 when n is odd}. Hence o(C^) = 1. Also R{Ct) = i?(Cj) = {{?/"} € l p : y 2n -i = V2n for each n). Therefore d(C^) = 1. EXAMPLE 2.2. Let </ > be the self-map on N defined as :
As (f) is injective, so C^ is surjective. Consequently d(C^) = 0. Further we note that for each n > 1, e n € A r (C?) but e n Note that the
d(T).
n, if n is odd n -1, if n is even.
<(>(n) = n + 1 for all n G N.
sequence e n = (£"). Hence a(C<p) = oo. \n-l, if n > 2. Since (f> is surjective, it follows that C^ is injective. Consequently a(C^) = 0. Further for each n > 1, R(C$) = {{y n } G l p : 2/1 = 2/2 = 2/n = 2/n+i}-Thus R(C$) # R(C% +1 ) for each n > 1. Hence d(C+) = oo.
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let <j > be the self-map on N defined as: (f>(n) = n + 2, if n is odd and 0(2) = m = 2, 4>(2n) = 2n -4, for each n > 2.
Then for each n > 1, e 2n +i G N(C% +1 ) but e 2n +i £ Hence a(C^) --oo. Further we note that R(C<t,) -{{y n } G / p : 2/2 = 2/4 = 2/6}, -R(C|) = {{yn} G l p : 2/2 = 2/4 = 2/6 = 2/8 = 2/io} and so on. Thus R(C%) ^ R(C% +1 ) for each n > 1. Hence d(C= 00.
Results
In this section we give a characterization of composition operators on l p spaces whose ascent is infinite and also those whose descent is infinite. Then clearly / G l p . Since n^ G R(<f) k~l ), there exist some m k G N such that n k = 4> k~l {m k ). This implies that
But (Cj/)(n) = /(</>*(«)) = 0 for all n G N.
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Therefore / € JV(Cj). This implies N{C k~l ) ± iV(Cj). Since k is arbitrary, it follows that a{C^) = oo .
• REMARK 3.1. We note that using the arguments given in the above theorem one can easily prove the following statement: a(C^) = n if and only if we can find a natural number n (smallest) such that i?(> n ) = R(<f) n+1 ).
THEOREM 3.2. d(C^) = oo if and only if 4> : R{4>
Then clearly / G l p . Also we define g as follows.
Conversely, assume that d(C^) = 00. We show that <f> :
is one-to-one. Now let / G This implies that / = Cjf(g), for some a G P. Therefore f(n) = g{ (p N (n) ), for all n G N. Define h as follows:
Since <fr : R((f> N ) -» R{<I> N ) is one-to-one and h is well defined, so h G l p . Now 
Introduction
We investigate some connections between the Benz planes and the regular configurations. By the Benz planes we mean Möbius, Laquerre and Minkowski planes which were jointly discussed in [3] .
Let us consider the pair ßo -(X, C) and the p + 2-tuple ß p = (X, C, A well known example for the Laquerre case: In the stereographic projection from the point A of the real cylinder on the "opposite" tangent plane, all plane sections through A and generators disjoint with A form the real affine plane.
As has been noticed by J. Jaköbowski, if we regard two pencils of parallel lines of the affine plane of order 3 as generators and the remaining lines of that plane as chains, the affine plane of order 3 is identical with the Minkowski plane of order 2. Taking advantage of the idea, we shall 'assimilate' an arbitrary affine plane to the Benz plane (or the system ß p ) by distinguishing in this affine plane some pencils of parallel lines as sets of generators and by treating the remaining lines as chains.
We shall apply the chain contraction described above to the modified affine plane. We intend to obtain regular configurations from these modified planes in a way which is similar to the way Benz obtained derived affine planes from his planes. We create a new pair ao = (-Xo> LQ) which will be called the chain contraction of the affine plane A in the point A (or simply the chain contraction of a, if all points in a play the same role). As elements of LQ we take all chain lines passing through A and all generators disjoint with A. All points which do not belong to generators passing through A form Xo. It is obvious that Xo C X and LQ C L. The chain contraction is a derivative of the affine plane (comp, contractions and extensions in [4] , [24] ). For p -0,1,2, it is called the Möbius contraction, the Laquerre contraction and the Minkowski contraction (min-contraction), respectively As in Batten et al.
[1], we shall use "geometric" language such as "a point is on a line", "a line goes through a point" and so forth, rather than confining ourselves to precise set-theoretic terminology. We shall also replace the expression "a point is on a line" by "a point is incident with the line" (cf.
[10], [14] ).
We shall also use the notion of incidence structure (a, (5, J) (cf. [6, p. 2]) replacing however the symbol J by the symbol "e". The dual structure (ô, J) is defined by â = (3, 0 = a, bJA iff b € A for A € a, b € (3. It is well known that the definition implies:
We reserve the term 'configurations' (they may be nonregular) to analogical objects in which the existence of the constant r, k is not required (i.e. the condition (ii) in Definition 1.2 is omitted), as in the case of finite linear spaces (cf.
[1]).
Except for some short remarks, however, we shall restrict ourselves to regular configurations, calling them shortly -configurations -provided it won't lead to a misunderstanding. We shall write sometimes (vr, bk) insted
In Section 2 we analyse chain-contractions of the affine plane of order n, in particular Môbius and Minkowski contractions (min-contractions). We prove that Pappos-Pascal configuration (P-P configuration) is a min-contraction of the affine plane of order 4 and is embedded in the HavliCek-Tietze (H-T) configuration. We find a new (HT)o configuration in which (P-P) configuration is at least four time embeddable. We also analyse B-contractions of affine plane of order 9 and state a problem concerning them.
In Section 3 we introduce the second kind of ^-contractions, the so called generator-contractions (gen-contractions) defined similarly as chaincontractions but forming configurations consisting exclusively of the points and generators. We apply them to affine planes of order n with p sets of generators and built n -2 regular configurations symmetric or with dual types (i-dual). The last ones have interesting properties (see Abstract).
In Section 4 we apply them to present some dual configurations C n and C' n . There is a possibility that C n and C' n may serve as a basis for attempts of constructing the affine plane of order n. In Sections 2 and 3 we build some regular configurations from the Steiner systems (namely the affine planes). In Section 4 we approximate the Steiner system by some sequences of non-regular configurations.
On the basis of [10] we investigate the set E of 16 values of v, with respect to which a certain problem of the existence of regular configurations is still open. We solve the problem with the help of the B-contractions for 6 values of v.
Chain contractions of the affine plane of order n
We know that an affine plane a = (X, L) is a regular {v a r a , b a k a ) configuration, where v a = n 2 , r a = n + 1, b a = n 2 +n, k a = n and that it has n +1 classes of parallelity and n lines in each class (cf. We shall present some combinational researches. We have:
the number of lines of a going through A plus n -1 generators from each of the p classes.
the number of generators passing through a given point, plus one chain line going through A.
n 2 -1 -the number of all points of a (i.e. v a ), excluding A; pin -1) -the number of all points different from A, belonging to p generators going through A.
Let us denote the line-size of an arbitrary generator by k ao ,9 and the line-size of an arbitrary chain line by k ao , I. We have:
Operations on affine planes 171 the number of points (ka = n) on a given generator minus p -1 points of its intersection with other generators containing A, not parallel to the given kQQ , I = Tl 1 the number of points different from iona chain line going through A. For p = 0 (i.e. in the case of the Möbius contraction), kao -kao,l = n -1 (we have no generators), for p ^ 0, we have, in a regular case, kao = kQo,g = kao,l and hence p = 2. (The generator and the line have in the resulting structure the same number of points). This leads to a min-contraction.
It is worth noticing that for p / 0, each of the conditions:
bao ' kaoi 9 = ^qo i -rao' and bao • kao, I = vao, ~i"ao leads also to the conclusion p = 2 (there may be a slight possibility that this can be applied to an analysis of a chain contraction representing a non-regular configuration). We have obtained: In the case of the affine plane of order n, it has the parameters:
In view of the Theorem 2.2, we obtain a method of finding on an arbitrary affine plane of order n a regular configuration with the parameters: (n -l) 2 , 3, 3(n -1), n -1. It is sufficient to choose an arbitrary initial point and build the min-contraction at this point (cf. the proof of the Theorem 2.9).
One can easily prove: To prove it, we shall recall the incidence scheme of the projective plane II of order 4 (see [13] Proof. Let us remove the line <23 from II (see: Scheme 2.7) and let us pass on to the affine plane of order 4 (II \ {03}). On the affine plane: (II \ {a.3}), the lines passing through Ai and A 2 become two classes of parallelity. We distinguish them as sets of generators. We build the min-contraction in the point A3. We remove the generators a\ and a? (passing through A3) with the points Wi,..., WQ. The remaining generators without removed points are reduced to collinear triples: [,... ,w' 9 . In the scheme (S) we do not have constant line size (the line-size and the point-degree equal 4 or 5). Corollary 2.10 can be formulated now more precisely: 
The configurations (H-T), (HT)o and (P-P) are incidence structures (cf. [6]).
Basing on the notion of embedding from [27, p. 278 ] and on our Theorem 2.11 and Definition 2.12, we get: THEOREM 2.14. There exist at least four embeddings of (P-P) 
into (HT)o and (P-P) into (H-T). There exists at least one embedding of (HT)o into (H-T).
By an analysis of the proof of the [23, Theorem 5] concerning the H-T configuration, we obtain: Since all lines joining the vertices of different triangles of (H-T) are contained in (HT)o, using Definition 2.8, we get The (HT)o -configuration consists of four disjoint finite sets of points. Each line of it intersects all these sets. It is a generalization of the GDC (Generalized Desmic Configuration) -property from [17] and [23] .
(HT)o consists of (P-P) configuration and triple not-collinear points each of them belonging to three lines of (P-P).
In [23] , there is a misprint in Fig. 2 on page 139 which I failed to correct. The proportion a : 1 = a 2 : a should be satisfied and then the points Ci i C2, C*3 would not be collinear. If a = 2, a 2 + a + 1 = 0 mod 7 and, on the base of [23] we get the H-T configuration on the projective plane of order 7. (If the condition 3 ae /?(a 2 + a + 1 = 0 and a / 1) is satisfied the projective plane over the field F contains (HT)o -comp. [21] , where (HT)o is replaced by (HT)).
We include a corrected figure for a = 2, in order to demonstrate (HT)o on this plane (see Figure 3) . As it was proved by A. Matras in [25] , the H-T configuration is contained in the projective Hall's plane over a finite regular nearfield. As it results from the Theorem 2.11, the P-P configuration is also contained in this projective Hall's plane. However, otherwise than in the case of the planes over fields, this (93) -configuration is not on this Hall's plane 93 "theorem" (in the sense A. Lewandowski couldn't take part in the correction of [23] because he had his eye problems that started at that time.
of Glynn [8] , cf. also "universally true" in [29] ), since the final incidence is not automatically satisfied (e.g. in the case of some not commutative elements of the nearfield).
Generator contractions
We shall introduce some other B-contractions, the so-called generator contractions (gen-contractions) of the affine plane. We describe them in a similar way as the chain contractions from the Definition 1.1.
We shall distinguish p pencils of parallel lines called sets of generators and an initial point A. Otherwise than in the Definition 1.1, we now resign from the condition that the chain lines passing through A belong to the resulting structure. We shall limit our considerations to generators disjoint with A and their points. Formally:
¿=1
The structure (X\,L\) is a derivative of the plane a satisfying the following weak condition of parallelity:
We shall consider gen-contractions of the plane a at the point A (in short, gen-contractions of a, if each point plays the same role).
As in the case of ao in Section 1.2, we shall verify when «i is a regular configuration, assuming that the initial structure a = (X,L) is the affine plane of order n. We have the following parameters with respect to a : b a = n 2 + n, v a = n 2 , ..and so forth; see Section 2 p. 3. With respect to the gen-contraction a\ = (X\,Li) based on p pencils of generators and the point A, we can find by help of the combinatorics the following parameters: b ai ,
On some additional applications of B-contractions to regular configurations
Introducing B-contraction of the finite affine planes seems to lead to a new approach to the theory of configurations which, as of recently, has been increasingly practiced. We obtain, in particular, a new non-existence condition for affine and projective planes (see Theorem 4.1) and some ideas on building the planes for which the question of existence has not been yet solved (cf. Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.3).
On the basis of Theorem 3.4, we get: It is worth noticing that the configuration mentioned in Theorem 4.1 is symmetric and has the value of parameters lesser by half than the respective projective plane.
Let us denote for defined p the f-dual gen-contractions by r™' p and respectively (or simply r™, r£ provided it does not lead to misunderstandings).
By applying the Remark 3.9 to an arbitrary affine plane a of order n, we obtain: There is a possibility that the Theorem 4.2 can help in constructing some new affine (and projective) planes of order n. It is convenient that for an arbitrary natural n, there exists at least one pair of dual configurations corresponding to dual B-contractions of the affine plane of order n (i.e. having the same parameters). In view of Gropp [10, p. 93] , there exist all configurations (vrbk), for k = 3, b > v. Thus, for the B-contraction (vprp, bpkp), iffc = 3 = n + l-p, then p = n -2. In this way we obtain the existence of the configuration Cn = r^' n~2 -(3(n -l) n _2> (n -2)(n -1)3), where n > 5 (i.e. bp = bn-2 > vn-2)-From the existence of Cn results the existence of the dual to it: C'n. (It suffices to exchange the role of the points and the lines and treat the point as a set of all lines passing through it, cf. [10] ). There is a possibility that C N and C' N may serve as a basis for attempts at constructing the affine plane of order n, cf. Remark 3.9. and Theorem 4.2. This construction is not always realisable (e.g. for CQC 'Q, CIOC' 10 , CI4C' U , ...) .
For the purpose of attempts at searching for affine planes of order 12 or 15, we can suggest the following configurations: CU = (33io, HO3) and C 15 = (4213,1823).
Likewise, divisions of known finite affine planes by means of an arbitrarily chosen point into two disjoint sets of points and lines constituting mutually dual configurations seem to be an interesting exercise which may serve to examine known planes and bring about the discovery of the unknown ones.
REMARK 4.4. The union CnUC'n of two dual configurations can be successively modified and it leads to an approximation of the affine plane of order n (comp. the role of the mutually orthogonal Latin squares in the projective plane). It is also the form of approximation of the Steiner system by a sequence of some non-regular configurations with constant b and v. The union Cn UC'n is a non-regular configuration and after the first step of forming the affine plane (i.e. after adding the point A and n + 1 lines passing trough it) the structures have constant b = n 2 + n and v = n 2 . The resultng Steiner system has the same v and b.
REMARK 4.5. The condition b > v is also satisfied by the finite linear spaces [1] . In these spaces, we have many lines; each pair of points is connected with a line. Gropp in [10] assumes this convention in order to limit the number of configurations (for which he examines the problem of existence) to only one of a pair of duals. We consider both of the dual configurations, because a gen-contraction with a dual to it occurs on all finite affine planes and two dual gen-contractions have an interesting interdependence (e.g. see Theorems 3.4, 3.8, 4.2 and Remark 4.3).
In [10], Gropp reminds us that the (vr, bk) configuration also satisfies the condition v > r(k -1) + 1. To explain it, let us consider all points on the lines passing through a fixed point. These are r(k -1) + 1 different points, since two different lines intersect in at most one point. This condition is also satisfied by the configuration with b < v, i.e. by both dual configurations. If v = r(k -1) + 1 the configuration presents th Steiner system. The minconstraction of the affine plane of order 3 has this property (comp. the Corollary 2.4).
Configurations (vr,bk) with k = 2 are r-regular graphs on v vertices (cf. [10] ). Since these graphs are investigated in graph theory, we will not research them. Taking advantage of a new tool in the form of .^-contractions, we shall discuss some problems concerning the existence of non-symmetric configurations (in particular, those with a natural index).
We cite from Gropp [10] (Abstract: "the existence of non-symmetric configurations (vrbk) is discussed here for the first time as a general problem ... the existence of all configurations with k = 3 is proved" ... ). Gropp examines the case k = 4 and tries to prove that the necessary condition (expressed in the definition of the configuration) is also sufficient for its existence.
This sufficiency for k = 4,5,6 for some finite linear spaces (forming some kinds of designs) is also mentioned in [1], Gropp proposes a hypothesis that for k = 4, the necessary and sufficient conditions are also equivalent to non-symmetric configurations and, to illustrate the hypothesis, he presents in [11] a new configuration with a rational index and k = 4 (namely, (5617,234)).
He states that for k = 4 it is open whether the existence theorem holds, as in the case of k = 3 (... ) and that the results for k -5 and k > 6 are more incomplete than for A; = 4.
In Gropp [10, p. 94], we read: "There is a configuration (vr, 64) for every v EE 0 mod 12, v > 3r + 1, vr = 46, if v £ E" (where E = {84, 120, 132, 180, 216, 164, 312, 324, 372 456, 552, 648, 660, 804, 852, 888}) .
Based on B-contraction, we shall eliminate six values of v from E. First, we shall prove a more general theorem concerning an arbitrary line size k. Proof. In order to prove it, it suffices to notice that the configuration presented above is a gen-contraction of the affine plane of order n = k+tk -1 (cf. Theorem 3.2; k p = k, r p = p, p = tk, ra+1 = k+p, n -k + kt -1,.. 
.). •
We can give some series of examples for different values of k. In case of A; = 6, there exists a configuration e.g. for 1 < t < 20, except possibly t ~ 12, 18 or t -51 for ! £ N. In other cases, the respective affine plane would have the order different from the power of prime.
In case of k = 5, there exists a configuration e.g. for 1 < t < 20, except possibly t = 2j, t = 1 + 61 for j, I € N.
Analogically, we can present some series for k > 6 distinguishing t from arbitrarily chosen finite subsets of N.
Let us examine the case of A; = 4 and the above mentioned result of Gropp [10] , concerning the set E. Let us notice that for t = 7, n = 31, v -120 = (0 mod 12); for t = 16, v = 264 EE (0 mod 12), n = 67 and in both cases v > 3r + 1, b > v.
Analogically, for v = 312, t = 19, r = 76 the respective gen-contraction occurs on the affine plane over Galois Field GF (79).
For v = 552, t = 34, p = r = 136, the gen-contraction (552i36, (136 • 138)4) exists on the affine plane of order n = 139. In both cases v > 3r +1, b>v.
Cases v -648 and v = 888 correspond to gen-contractions (648i6o> (160-102)4) with t = 40, p = 160, n = 163 (prime) and (888220, (220 • 222) 4 ) with t = 55, p -220, n = 223 (the prime number). In the remaining cases, the orders of affine planes are not powers of prime. So we come to the conclusion generalising the result of Gropp [10] . So the technique of ¿^-contractions leads to some new concrete solutions concerning the existence of regular configurations (in particular, configurations with a natural index). The method proves that many new configurations are constructible in an easy way on each finite affine plane (cf. Theorem 2.9 and 3.8). This leads to the problem of the isomorphism of configurations with the same parameters, which seems to be especially interesting for planes of order 9, 16, 25 and so forth (cf. Problem 2.5 and Remark 3.5). As
